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MODELING WIG&PRESSURE AND W[IGH-TEMPERdURE 
PHASE CHANGES IN BULK CARBON 

Francis H, Ree and dames N. Glosli 

Lawrence Uwrmore National Labor&o y, P.O. Box SOS, Livenno& CA 94550 

Abstract. The phse diagram of carbon is not experimentally wall known at high pressure atitior high 
temperature. We have determined the phase diergram of carbon by means of Monte Carlo and molecular 
dynamics simulations methods .usitig the Brenner bond order potential. The melting line of diatnond viras 
found to have a positive slope with the graphite-diamond-liquid triple point in agreement with an 
estimated value based on experiment. The present calculation predicts a first-order plkse transition iu 
liquid carbon terminated by a critical point and by a tri~Je point on the graphite melting line. The low; 
density liquid is predominantly sp bonded with little sp character. The high-density liquid is rno@ly sp 
bbnded with little sp character. 

INTRODUCTION 
A typical HE molecule consists of C, H, N, and 

0 atoms. ‘A carbon-rich class of high explosives 
(HEs) ,in different from othars whose 
thermochemistry is dominated by gaseous chemical 
reactions. Because gaseous reactions are generally 
very fast at temperature (Y+J and pressures (P) of 
interest, an assumption of thermochemical 
equilibrium results in reliable prediction of the HE 
parfarmance for the second class of HE& 

In contrast, cubon-rich HEs require a 
consideration of carbon condensation reactions, 
which can.take ofken longer than the time scale of a 
typical detonation 4xperiment. In addition, 
modeling of the post-detonation behavior of carbon- 
rich HEs requires reliable equation of state (EOS) 
of carbon in bulk size as well as the EOS of small 
clusters and also the kinetics of carbon coagulation 
kinetiics, This paper is mainly concerned with the 
BOS aspect of bulk carbon. 

in molecular dynamics (IvlD) and. Monk Carlo 
(MC) simulations to derive the melting line of 
diamond, of which all that is known is that it has a 
positive slope. Brenner’s bond-order potential Y is 
given by 

(1) 

where the first and second terms reprosant Ie@sive 
and attractive contrl%utione. The so-c&d pond 
order factor b, is a many-body termp which 
depends on bond anglel, torsiblial an&s, bond 
lengths, and at0mio coordination in the vicitiity of 
the bond. This many-body nature of bo makes the 
bond anargy dependent on the lo&al environnient 
surrounding the bond. It allows the Brennax 
potemial to predict correct geometry and energy for 
mw different covalently-bonded &bon 
structures. 

IkIELTING LINE OF DIAMOND 
We employ below a physically reasonable 

carbon-carbon potential developed by Brenner Cl] 

The diamond melting line can be det?nnined by 
comparing the free energies of the diamond and the 
liquid phases, Briefly, we relate, the reduced 
Helmholtz free energy, Q = AK!“, at volume V and 
p (=l/kn to those at the referac+ state ( 6, PO ) by 



Q(KP>=Q(V,sPo)+ jtVQ)-, (2) 
(v,,P,) 

where MD simulations provide information on 

along a path rwhich 

is a path in (V, p ) space connecting a reference 
mf2 (V, SO ) to W, P 1. 

The main task is to evaluate the free entigy tit 
a(, PO)- For the liquid phase, we choose a fiiite 
temperature reference state and connect it to the 
ideal-gas limit by 

(3) 

where Qfd8fll = -Nlog( y)-i- log(Nl). For diamond 
phaae, we dettsrmine the free energy a& of the 
reference state using an artificial path between the 
system with potential energy U and a model system 
with potential energy U, and a free energy Q,,,. 

Now define a new potential energy fimctiorr 
fi(y > = (1 - y )U, +y U . By varying 5 coupling 
con&ant y from zero to one, one can derive a 
relation, 

Q:.d=Qmlld(yOJo) =Q,#LP,> 
I 

. +pI, dy<u-um>y I 
(4) 

For the ‘model system we use a nonGnteracting 
harmonic crystal with an analytic expression for its 
free energy. We use a common reference state for 
both liquid and solid, i.e., at VO = (1,511>’ and To = 
5,000 K, where %e. use the MC and MD 
simulations to evaluate E in Eq. (3) and 
< u-- u, >r io Eq. (4), as explained in Ref. [2], 
kesults are: 

liquid: Q$$ /N = -13,224& 0.002 
solid: Q~~&l N = -13.136lf 0.0005, 

FIGURE 1. l$oorttlcal and experimental phase d[agrems of 
ourbrbon: Shancr et al.91 ahook Bound-speed data fLom Ref. [S], 
diumoncl melting line from F&c-Oloeli @om Ref. [2] and van 
Thicl an& me [4], experimental grsphite-diundnd and graphite- 
melt line8 by Bundy in k?.of. [3]. 

The resulting melting line is displayed in Fig, 1 
slang with experimental graphite-diirmond and 
graphite-liquid phase boundaries, 131. Setni- 
empirical diamond-melting line of VEUI ‘I%ie1 and 
Ree [4]. The present melting line agrees remarkably 
well wirh sxperiment near the graphite-diamond- 
liquid triple point. The slope of the melting line ia 
positive, which is also consistent ,with Shaner et 
al.9 sound speed data [5] (plotted against their 
estimated temperature) along the Hugoniot except 
attheirhigh-pressure end. 

TWO TYPES OF LIQtm, CARBON AND 
THEIR STRUCTURES 

Togaya’s recent flash-heating experiment [6] 
gave a strong indication that the slope of the 
melting line changes its sign at about 5.6 QPa, 
suggesting a presence of a &$-order phase change 
in liquid carbon. His experiment reiliforcss our 
earlier prediction [7] that liquid carbon may exhibit 
two phasee, separated by a first-order phase changk. 

Wa performed MD simulations with 5 12 carbon 
atoms interacting with the Branner potential to test 
such a possibility [81A Figure 2 confnms this 
prediction. We note that pressure isotherms show 
clrtasic van der Waals loops associated with a fist- 
ord& phase transformation. We determined the 
phase coexistence region between the high-density 



6 6 10 12 14 FIGI&E 3, Phaeo diagrama of carbon based Bronnor’s 6ond- 
Volu rtis (A %tom) order pot&k1 Ref. [S], Gray circler = experitit Ref. [6] 

FIGURE 2. Isotherms [&id lines) and liquid-liquid phase 
boundaries (dashed link) based on Brcnntr’s bond-order pobmtial 
from Rcf, [S]. Dottad line - isotherms wIthour the torkional 
energy tern‘i. 

small amounts of three-fold coordination or sp’- 
character. 

liquid (HDL) and the law-density liquid (LDL), and 
the correspomling P-Tphase line by the equal-area 
construction on the van der Waals loop. Those are 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. 

DISCUSBIONS 

We can estimate the locations of the graphite- 
melting line. The resulting liquid-liquid phase line 
terminates at a critical point (88OlK, 10.56 GPa) 
.and a graphite-liquid-liquid (OLL)’ triple point on 
the graphite melting line at (5133K, 1.88 GPa). 
Slopes of the graphite-HDL, graphite-LDL, and 
HDL-LDL lines are -0,01&g, 0.00585, and 0,00224 
GPa/K, respectively. 

One ticasure of liquid structure is the local 
coordination of each atom, The present simulation 
shows that the four-fold coordinated atoms are the 
centers of nearly tetrahedral structures, and that the 
three-fold coordinated atoma are the centers of 
pltiar structures with the neighbors at angles close 
to 120° and the two-fold coordinated tend to be 
linear, So two-, three-, and four-fold coordinated 
atoms will be sp, sp’, and sp’ hybridized, 
respectively. 

At low P the LDL is dominant because the 
linear chain structurea are stabilized over sp’ or !p3 
structures by entropy. At higher P tie, CJ bond in the 
.$-liquid allows for almost fkee rotations about the 
bond of the local tetrahedrals loading to many 
nearly equal energy conformations and high 
entropy. In contrast, 071: bond in the sp’-liquid has a 
large torsional energy barrier, and it forces the 
structure to bo planar, and of much lower entropy 
than the sp3 dominated phase. This low entropy 
destabilizes the sp’-liquid phase relative to the sp- 
or spJ-liquid phaaas. The role of the torsional 
energy ha the liquid is illustrated in Fig. 2. Without 
torsional tom (dotted lines), the van der Waals loop 
vanishes at 7000K and is greatly reduced at 600OK 
over the isotherm corresponding isotherm of,*4 full 
potential model, It clearly shows the importance of 
the OTC bond’s torsional energy. 

We fmd that the HDL is mostly four-fold 
coordinated or sp’-like and that the HDL has mostly 
two-fold coordination or sp-character with only 

The above calculation of tie melting lind was 
done with the l3renner potential which represents 
only the covalent-bonding with a shorkange cutoff. 
We need to modify it to include the long-rattge van 
der Waals non-bonded term to hold two- 
dimensional graphite sheets together. This work is 
in prograes. The LDL phase is particularly sensitive 

Tomperrture (Kl 



to the van der Waals forces, 3310 inch&m of these 
forces ought to significantly increase the density of 
the LDL phase at a given pressure. Tbia change 

‘would increase the transition pressure to the HDL 
phase, bringing such refi’ied calculationa in closer 
agreement with Togaya’a experiment. 

It is important to validate experimentally the 
predicted fir&order phase change in liquid carbon. 
One suggestion is to perform a shock wave 
axporimont with a low-density aerogel of carbon, 
Carbon-rich foam is soft. If shocked, it can attain an 
enormous compression and high shock heating at 
low ahock pressure. Hence, it is an ideal sample to 
explore a pressure-temper&ure range of interest. 
Shon et al. made such calculations to give a 
theoretical guidance to provide a possi)le init&1 and 
foal shotik conditions necessary to detect the 
predicted phase change [9]. Their calculations 
predict that Hugoniot experiments with an initial 
density of 0.15 gticm’ has the best chance for 
obseiving liquid-liquid phase transition. 
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